HP Schedules Gala Carnival; Queen Is Udderly Proficient

By DONALD SACHAR

Concluding a heated contest in which CCNY's most pulchritudinous females participated, House Plan has chosen Diane Cherryl to be Miss Charter Day and to lead the festivities at the gala House Plan Carnival, Saturday night at the Lexington Avenue, Armory, Lexington Avenue, and 25 Street.

Hillet Tops Quota For UJA Drive

In its drive to raise funds for the United Jewish Appeal, the Hillet Foundation of the Day School has surpassed its proposed goal by collecting more than $3000 or 200% over the original quota.

Combined with Evening Session receipts, the total sum is over $5000 and was obtained in spite of the pecuniary attitude with which the drive closed.

Ruth Meyer, William Friedland, and Stanley Davis, chairman of the campaign, announced that $5000 was collected in the closing hour. The final tally is $4250, $250 over the amount which was allotted.

In addition to the annual quota drive, the Hillet Foundation has organized a gala carnival replete with hot dogs, flowers, booths, mock marriage, a banana split contest, and a carnival ticket sales. The proceeds from these events will be divided among the Hillet Foundation, the UJA, and the Hillet Foundation of the Day School.

CityAwards Air Honors

By Elliot Press

Culminating two days of discussion at the Radio and Television Conference, the School of Business presented awards to those companies promoting the use of skill and craftsmanship in the effective presentation of radio programs. The Radio Awards Dinner at the Hotel McAlpin, Wednesday evening, May 17 and 18.

Plaque Awards Given

Among the recipients of the plaque awards for 1941 National Broadcasting Company for its overall national network promotion, and the Columbia Broadcasting System's Pacific network for its regional coverages. The awards were presented by the school to recognize outstanding contributions to the radio industry.

SC APPLICATIONS Air Needed

As a result of the insufficient number of applications submitted to Elections Chairman Lillian Sluskin, the deadline for applications has been extended to Friday, May 18.

No Fund Lack

Following that fact, the Veterans Club committee appeared before the Board of Estimate and Appropriation. It was shown that all federal funds coming to the schools and the Board of Higher Education, never come into the hands of the municipal government for allocation to the schools, after the contact with the VA was made directly by the Board of Higher Education. But these funds were used for the construction of the classrooms.

No Figures Submitted

No funds have been received from the VA for the school years of 1944, 1945 and 1946 since no definite figures regarding the number of credits they carried were sent to the VA for billing purposes.

The committee has come to the conclusion that the sole obstacle in the path of the credit of substituting checks was the act of the Veterans' Counselor Office, under the direction of Arthur Taft, upon the lurching action of the United Branch.

City College, under the new executive budget, is getting an appropriation for the 1941-42 budget.

Sports Notables Will Honor Beaver Athletes at Dinner

By IRWIN BASKIND

More local celebrities have been added to the list of guests for the All-Sports Dinner which is being held Friday at the Hotel Astor to honor 100 Beaver athletes and pay tribute to the retiring Professor Herbert Holton.

Mr. Leonard L. Asch, President of WSGA, BCHS, T. N. E. T. X, New York, asserted in the journal, "New Stations and FM," that FM made the average radio sound today obsolete, yet they are going ahead with their plans to continue the manufacture of obsolete FM sets.

FCC Hampers FM

In refutation of Mr. Asch's statement, Mr. Frank H. Hibbard, Director of Broadcasting Research of the FCC, declared that they are going ahead with plans to continue the manufacture of obsolete FM sets.

Parents Of Graduates Are Invited To Social

Parents of the graduating class will be feted at a reception sponsored by Sigma Alpha, alumnae, and graduate honor society, on Wednesday evening, May 13, from 8-11 in the Faculty Lounge on the ninth floor. All members of the faculty have received invitations.

A star-studded rally to preview Theatron's forthcoming show, "The Time of Your Life," will be held in the Pauline Edwards Theater Thursday evening. In addition to the entertainment package, cash prizes for members of the Veteran's Club have been promised by Myron Moskowitz, master of ceremonies.

Key to Judy Holliday

Voted as the "girl they'd most like to spend the time of their life with," Judy Holliday, former Bernice West, will appear in the Radio Awards Dinner, May 17 and 18, at the Hotel McAlpin. As the "girl they'd most like to spend the time of their life with," Judy Holliday, former Bernice West, will appear in the Radio Awards Dinner, May 17 and 18, at the Hotel McAlpin. As the "girl they'd most like to spend the time of their life with," Judy Holliday, former Bernice West, will appear in the Radio Awards Dinner, May 17 and 18, at the Hotel McAlpin.
The Shame of a College

Thursday marked a new low in the annals of college life. A group of students staged a protest against the administration, calling for the resignation of the President. It was a scene of chaos as angry students confronted administration officials, demanding change. The atmosphere was tense, with several injuries reported.

From the vying colleges, the CCNY protest has gained national attention. The students are demanding greater accountability and transparency from their administration. The incident has raised questions about the role of higher education institutions in promoting social justice and inclusion.

City's Clever City

City's Clever City is a hidden gem with its charming storefronts and bustling streets. The city is renowned for its rich history and vibrant culture, attracting visitors from all over the world. But the real magic lies in its people, who bring life and energy to every corner.

City's Clever City Is Cover Beauty

In the heart of City's Clever City, Cover Beauty has opened its doors, offering a sanctuary for those seeking to enhance their natural beauty. With a team of skilled professionals, Cover Beauty provides a wide range of services, from hair styling to makeup application, ensuring every customer leaves feeling confident and beautiful.

UROFF AGAIN

By NORMAN TROY

RECOGNITION OF STUDENT TYPE:

The Uroff Type easily identifies itself. Its typical traits include:

1. A constant state of perfectionism, with a tendency to overanalyze.
2. A preference for solitude, often avoiding social interactions.
3. A strong work ethic, often sacrificing personal time for professional goals.
4. A tendency to procrastinate, delaying tasks until the last minute.

Characteristics:

The Uroff Type excels in academics but struggles in social settings. Its quiet demeanor often leads to a sense of isolation. However, with the right support, this type can achieve great things.

City Celty

City Celty, with its mix of modern and vintage stores, is a favorite among locals. The city's vibrant art scene is reflected in the unique galleries and studios that dot the landscape. Whether you're an art enthusiast or simply looking for a good meal, City Celty has something for everyone.

Sunny "BR" Sail
To Offer Variety

Sunny "BR" Sail, a well-known sailmaker, is set to offer a variety of new designs this season. The company has been innovating in the field of sailing for over a decade, and with their latest collection, they aim to cater to the diverse tastes of sailors worldwide. Expect a range of options that blend functionality and style.

Beavers To Face Pratt, Drew, Wagner Squads

Beavers To Face Pratt, Drew, Wagner Squads

The Beavers are set to face Pratt, Drew, and Wagner in upcoming games. With the season in full swing, the team is aiming to improve their performance and cement their position in the league rankings. Fans are eagerly awaiting the matches, hoping for a strong showing from their favorite team.

The Right Angle

The Right Angle is a popular publication that covers the latest trends and topics in the world of fashion. This week's issue features an exclusive interview with a renowned designer, discussing their upcoming collection and the inspiration behind it. Stay tuned for more exciting content in The Right Angle.
Radio Conference

(Continued from page 1)

Sylvania Electric Products, said that the radio manufacturers are trying their best to produce FM in a greater increasing volume but they are being hampered by the recent FCC ruling which raised the FM frequency range.

The session, "The Veterans’ Changes in Radio," proved rather discouraging to those ex-GI’s hoping to make a career of radio. At present there are few opportunities in standard broadcast but FM and television do offer some hope for the future. Only those who are exceptionally talented can expect jobs today.

Mr. Edward M. Brecher, General Manager of the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., one of the drafters of the FCC report, stated that the FCC does not censor programs; it tries to improve them.

WATSON’S
LUNCHEONETTE
22 Lexington Ave. Opposite G. Washington Hotel
Soups & Hot Dishes

Accounting Mag
For Sale Today

Questions asked on the latest CPA exam, and answers to the theory, auditing and law of the same exam are included in the Accounting Forum a publication of the Accounting Society, which goes on sale today.

The Forum, edited by Irving Thrope and Arthur Henle, contains articles of interest and value written by promising men in the field of accounting.

Come and See
JOSH BERNIE
WHITE WEST
CLAGHORN GRAY

AT THE HOUSE PLAN
CARNIVAL
MAY 11

Tickets
25 St. and Lex Ave.

75c. tax incl.

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD
Right Combination-World’s Best Tobacco-Property-Advised

Copyright 1946, Louis & Irving Tobacco Co.